Longlands Glamping
Luxurious glamping in glorious North Devon
Bella, Bugsie and the kids left London 8 years ago to
set up their perfect glamping location, and Longlands
is the result. They had some very specific
requirements when searching for their ideal location:
they wanted it to be conveniently close to the
sea (to be able to sneak in a lunchtime surf), have
breathtaking views and plenty of space to create the
ultimate rural retreat. And this delightful destination
on the western border of Exmoor, 5 minutes from
the coastal village of Combe Martin, pretty much
ticks all the boxes. Five thoughtfully positioned safari
tents (each sleeping 6) come furnished with vintage
leather sofas, luxurious linen and a fully equipped
kitchen with a wood-burning stove, keeping the
cosy interior warm in all weathers while also
providing a means of cooking. Not only that,
each has its very own shower room with flushing
loo and basin, plus a wide range of natural
aromatherapy products.
After spending a memorable day exploring
North Devon and its many delights (Exmoor in one
direction and the fabulous beaches of Woolacombe
and Croyde in the other), Longlands is a comforting
enclave to return to each night. Bella and Bugsie
have done their hosting homework, pre-empting
every need with the ‘Longlands Larder’, stocked with
hard-to-resist, local produce (milk, jam, chutney
and cheese) 24 hours a day. Guests can also cook
using their private BBQ, and there is a beautiful hot
tub on its own terrace, with a changing room and
outdoor shower, and with views out across the valley
and towards the sea and setting sun. Allow your days
to float by effortlessly, while enjoying the simplicity
of field living in a luxury canvas lodge.

DEVON Longlands Farm Coulsworthy Combe Martin

EX34 0PD 01271 882004 longlandsdevon.co.uk
HOW MUCH? Midweek breaks (Mon–Fri) from £525,

weekends (Fri–Mon) from £545.

“We want our guests to return home
refreshed and revived, having enjoyed
amazing adventures, and with memories to
cherish forever.”
Bella Given, Longlands Glamping

What’s nearby?

HUNTER’S INN There’s something very special about this

comfy old pub, situated deep amid the rolling wooded hills
of Exmoor. It’s a perfect place for a pint after walks in the
Heddon Valley.
BROOMHILL SCULPTURE GARDEN

There’s a surprise at every turn in
these hillside hotel gardens, filled
with contempoorary sculptures of
all shapes, sizes and styles.
VALLEY OF THE ROCKS This fabled

local beauty spot makes an easy
but spectacular walk into Lynton/
Lynmouth through a bizarre dry
rocky valley, populated by goats.
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